Sonata brake light

Hyundai Sonata owners have reported problems related to brake light under the exterior lighting
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Hyundai Sonata based on all problems reported for the
Sonata. Sometimes my brake lights are on when I am not pressing on the brakes. Why is this
happening. It seems that something is malfunctioning because it does not happen all the time.
See all problems of the Hyundai Sonata. My headlights keep going very dimmed and brake
lights consistently burning out in my car. I am replacing them every couple of months. This has
been going on over a year. When my brake light bulb went out we tried to change it. It was
melted into socket. Took to dealer they said Both sides had melted in. You dont just replace the
socket u replace wires and all. I have since learned this happens in all Hyundai models and
years. Why are they not recalled?. We are replacing brake lights every other month. The module
that holds the bulb is melting. Seems like this would be a fire hazard and should be recalled. I
came home rurned the car off and got out. I looked and the brake lights was still on. I checked
the lights to make sure I turned them off and they still won't go off. My steering wheel coupler is
broken no one is able to due the work on it my wheel shakes bad when I get onto the highway
and when driving street way also also the brakes lights are keep going out I have to get my
brake lights changed every two weeks. I have purchased my car in Since I have had this vehicle,
I noticed that my brake lights were going out more than the norm for other vehicles. This
electrical issue is hazardous for not only me and my child, but any other individuals who share
the road with me. The most recent incident was the last and final straw for me. I was driving
when another individual informed me that my brake light was out yet again. I went to the
autozone to attempt to change my light bulb just to discover that the electrical mechanism that
holds the bulb in place is broken. It appeared that the light bulb went through a mild burst of
flames. To have this happen, especially as a mother, on the same side as my child sits is
unacceptable! I'm sure that if you conduct your own research with police about vehicles being
pulled over, you will surely see that the number one reason was because of a broken brake
light. I hope to hear from someone soon. My right brake lights are always going out. I'm always
changing it and a few weeks later it will go out again. I originally brought it in because my 3rd
brake light would stay on while I'm driving and it would cause me to not be able to accelerate
while driving. It goes now, but seems like it has trouble catching speed. I've spoke to other
Sonata owners and they too have problems with their right brake light going out. It's a hazard
and it also can give us tickets from the police. Please have this looked in to. Drivers side brake
light bulb exploded, and melted into the socket. This is a fire hazard and causes an additional
safety hazard with the loss of the brake light. I am constantly having to have my brake lights
and head lights replaced. They are blowing every months. I have had a mechanic look at the
wiring and there seems to be no corrosion. I am unsure why I am replacing bulbs every few
months. The brake lights are melting into the socket. I've replaced the sockets once and now I
have to replace them again. The brake sockets are burnt and lightbulbs are melting. My brake
light continues to go out. On Wednesday, February 5, , I was at a traffic light when someone
motioned to speak to me in regards to my driver side brake light being out. I proceeded to drive
to my dealership to get it changed out knowing it was probably just a burnt out bulb. The
dealership service personnel informed me that the whole socket where the light bulb sits in had
melted. This caused alot of erosion in the bulb socket and affected the wiring as well. I feel
deeply that this can cause a fire considering the light bulb busted and caused the whole inside
of the socket to melt. I was told it may not last long. I'm hoping this problem doesn't linger and
create more problems. I am very concerned on how these light bulbs pop and melt everything. I
would like this to be treated as a safety issue. Please help me resolve this issue. Thank you for
your time and have a great day. My right brake light keeps burning and has actually burned out
and no bulb will work now I cannot pass inspection due to this issue and it's becoming a safety
issue I'm always smelling burnt plastic am afraid my car will end up catching fire please take
this serious. The rear lights melt around the brake light bulbs and you can't change the bulb
because the whole where it goes into melts both sides are currently melted. My head lamp bulb
have been replaced 3 time in the past 6 months and the brake light bulbs have been replaced 5
times as of today. There has go to be something that is causing this to happen. No bulbs should
have to be replaced this often. Noticed that maybe the bulb is getting to hot causing the lens to
wrap which is making changing the bulb a real task and hard to get the bulb back in place. The
rear brake light bulbs located in the trunk get extremely hot and melt the light assembly. I have
replaced the bulbs at least 3 times per year approximately 30 bulbs since purchasing this car in
August I have been told that the reason is faulty wiring by Hyundai. I believe this is a safety
hazard because I am concerned that the bulbs may at some point reach extremely high
temperatures and do more damage than just melting the light assembly. The rear brake light
bulbs located in the trunk compartment get extremely hot which has caused melting of the light

assembly. This is an extreme fire hazard. It is believed that this is caused by faulty wiring by
Hyundai. Since purchasing the vehicle in , I have replaced approximately 20 bulbs. We have
replaced the back brake light bulbs multiple times. Now the back right rear break light isn't
working right. We took it to Hyundai and they said it was melted and the part we need to replace
the wiring harness and just the part is over I am not spending I parked my car after coming from
work, went back out to change my brake light that was out, after I couldn't change my bulb
because its toasted to the harness, I tried starting up my car which it did, but my shift lock was
locked on on park and my traction control came on and I have no brake lights. All exterior lights
on the car are continuously having to be replaced. Drivers side brake light caught fire and
melted the assembly. Bulb will no longer fit or cannot be mounted because of the melted
assembly. Brake light even though its been changed works sporadically. This causes more than
one safety issue. Car has no brake light on one side and could at anytime catch on fire.
Dealership has said this is a problem among these vehicles but Hyundai is not yet addressing.
This is a manufacture defect and could cause serious injury if not death. Brake peddle sticking
not releasing brake lights to turn of in rear. Which caused a shortage. In electrical wiring that
shorted out whole dash system and security including power windows glove department etc.
Issues when brake light was not releasing transmission was jumping to gear of reverse and
drive with out my control. I have had to change the brake light and taillight bulbs every 2 or 3
months since I bought it in One of my lights is out again. I could not find a recall on it. I have
spoken with other Hyundai Sonata owners and they are having the same issue. The housing is
melting as well, making it most difficult to remove the bulbs. Not having brake lights is definitely
a safety issue and hazard. The cost should not be on the owner as this has become a multiple,
multiple vehicle problem. I cannot go through inspection with no brake lights and can get
tickets while driving. This issue needs immediate attention and relief. Hyundai is not going to do
anything about hundreds to thousands of people having problems with brake light assemblies
melting. I am about to file a class action lawsuit. I am concerned that me or my kids are going to
be killed due to this. These bulbs have been replaced hundreds of times. They are blaming it on
using bulbs that are not purchased from the dealership and that is ridiculous. Brake lights keep
blowing out. I have replaced individually 2 times, and both together 2 times in I know I am not
purchasing off-market or used or faulty light bulbs. There must be something wrong with the
vehicle. The most recent replacement of both bulbs was oct. My brake light bulbs keep over
heading and burning out a lot lately sometimes melting in to the sockets and having to get them
replaced it could be on the highway , or while in motion it is getting very annoying and costly I
found out I'm not the first to have this happen others have the same complaint something needs
to be done about this a recall needs to be done it has been said that a few almost had the back
of their truck on fire something needs to be done before something really bad happens sending
a picture were it got hot didn't melt the socket this time but is slightly burnt I was trying to send
the picture but it is not working maybe I can send it threw my e-mail it is on the next few pages.
My headlights and rear lights and brake lights keep going bad, there is a problem with the lights
staying on some kind of electrical issue. I was driving down the highway going about 60 mph
and all the sudden it's like the car shuts off, slowing to about As I push on gas it does nothing
then about 3 seconds later jerks back up and then repeats. It does this now everytime I am
traveling. Besides giving me whiplash, it is dangerous because it could definitely cause a crash.
My brake lights have been replaced 5 times in two years. Also there is always a loud clicking
noise when driving. It sounds awful. Brake light burnt out also burnt the light fixture. Dealer said
this was a problem so they changed the brake light piece on the harness and the fixture. But the
didnt recall it. So if you order another light harness it won't fit because of the change. Smh now
air bag light came on while driving down road. Now riding without brake light. I've seen so many
of the same without 1 brake light smh. Guess same problem!. I constantly have to replace my
light bulbs of my brake lights. The light bulbs over heat and then brake. It's melting the the
plastic around the brake lights. I'm afraid it's going to start a fire. Tl the contact owns a Hyundai
Sonata. The contact stated that the rear brake lights were always illuminated, which drained the
battery. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The dealer and manufacturer were not
notified. The failure mileage was , This is the second time the bulb in the back brake light melted
into the socket and I've changed the bulb on the passenger side multiples times just this year.
We replaced the entire brake socket when we first purchase the car and I believe now that
there's a manufacturer defect and I shouldn't have to replace the brake light and socket and pay
labor cost to have this replaced again. The brake light also needs to be changed too often.
Seems dangerous, there's a defect. Car Problems. Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata 1.
Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata 2. Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata 3.
Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata 4. Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata 5.
Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata 6. Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata 7.

Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata 8. Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata 9.
Brake Light problem of the Hyundai Sonata Exterior Lighting problems. Tail Light Switch
problems. Headlights problems. Turn Signal problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Headlight
Switch problems. Tail Light problems. Turn Signal Switch problems. Turn Signal Flasher Unit
problems. It is different than the anti-lock brake system, which gets its own ABS warning light.
The brake light indicates that there is a problem with the physical braking system itself. If you
are reading this article trying to figure out whether you should drive your vehicle, check the
emergency brake first. The brake light is perhaps the most important warning light of all. We do
not recommend driving with this light on at all. Doing so may lead to injury when the brakes fail.
The brake warning light indicates that your Sonata has detected that one of its major brake
components has failed, typically detected through a loss of pressure. Either the brakes need
bled, or there is a leak. Now if it is low, but not empty, adding more may provide a temporary fix.
If the brake fluid is leaking out over the brake pads and shoes, it means poor brake
performance. Just remember, it had to leak out somewhere, and that adding fluid without fixing
the problem is just a temporary solution. The leak can get worse over time and lead to brake
failure. Your brake system is divided into two circuits. These circuits cut the brake system in
two. In most vehicles this switch is located in the master cylinder. Some vehicles will now
activate the brake warning light on the dash if the actual brake lights behind it go bad. Check to
see that both of them are lighting up. If not, try replacing the bulb and see if that solves the
problem. The only way to turn the brake light off is to restore proper line pressure to both brake
circuits when the pedal is pushed. Just have it towed to a mechanic. If you mess up fixing your
engine, the vehicle does not move. Good luck diagnosing the issue. If there is anything that you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Hyundai Sonata Brake Warning Light Causes
The brake warning light indicates that your Sonata has detected that one of its major brake
components has failed, typically detected through a loss of pressure. Pressure Differential
Switch Your brake system is divided into two circuits. Check the Brake Lights Some vehicles
will now activate the brake warning light on the dash if the actual brake lights behind it go bad.
Honda City helped make these videos. The brake lights on your Hyundai Sonata illuminate when
you hit the brake pedal and help prevent you from being rear ended by the cars behind you.
Brake light bulbs grow dimmer over time and eventually burn out. This video shows you how to
change the brake lights on your Hyundai Sonata. When you replace the brake light bulb on your
Sonata, be careful not to touch the bulb directly with your fingers - the oil from your skin will
cause the area that you touched to burn hotter than the rest of the bulb, which causes the bulb
to burn out quicker. If you are going to replace a bulb in your cluster, it is a good idea to replace
all of them. Not only will the lights on your Sonata be brighter, you decrease the likelihood you
will need to change any of the bulbs again in the near future. A burnt out bulb in the taillight
cluster of your Sonata is an excuse for a police officer to pull you over. Check your bulbs
frequently and change burnt bulbs promptly. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Try this
cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze, too bad it's toxic! Fix your minor
leaks. Rotate your tires. Rotate your tires at least three times per year. Learn how to jack up
your car. A few key tips will make jacking up your car much safer. Change the parking light.
Small bulbs that burn out regularly - did you know you can replace these with LED lights? See
all videos for the Hyundai Sonata. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't
have everything Hyundai is recalling , Sonata sedans from the and model years due to an issue
with the brake pedal assembly that in some cases will prevent the brake lights from shutting off.
At issue is the brake pedal stopper pad -- this part can wear down over time and allow the brake
light switch to remain on after the driver takes his or her foot off the brake pedal. In these cases,
the Sonata can continue driving with the brake lights illuminated in the "braking" position,
which has the potential to send a false signal to other drivers. Also, this problem could allow
the transmission to be shifted out of park without the need to press the brake pedal. It's this
second issue that's more worrying, though Hyundai indicates that no accidents have occured
as a result of the issue. The recall campaign concerns Hyundai Sonata sedans manufactured
from Dec. Hyundai will start the recall process on January 11, and the fix will be implemented at
the dealer level. Owners will be able to take the car in to get this issue fixed free of charge, with

the fix itself requiring the installation of a new stopper pad. Before the recall starts, owners can
contact Hyundai customer service directly at and use the recall code , or visit the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA website at Car Life. Type keyword s to search.
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